West Coast Radio Pty Ltd
(97.3 Coast FM)
Terms & Conditions –– 97 Days of Summer Promotion
Wednesday 1st December 2021 to Friday March 11th 2022

1. By participating, entrants agree to be bound by all these Terms and
Conditions. Instructions on how to enter and other details contained within
promotional advertisements for this competition form part of these Terms and
Conditions. The promoter’s decision will be final and no correspondence will
be entered into. The promoter reserves the right to amend rules if considered
necessary without notice.
2. The ‘Promoter’ is West Coast Radio Pty Ltd. Entry is open only to residents of
Western Australia, except employees of West Coast Radio Pty Ltd and
related associated sponsors being IBreeze Air and Solar, The Whistling Kite,
Giggle Zone Indoor Play Centre & Cafe, agents, or members of the
immediate families of such employees. Immediate family shall be deemed to
include spouses, de facto spouse, partners, parents, grandparents, children,
sibling (whether natural or adopted), grandchildren or other family extension
whether or not they live in the same household. We reserve the right to verify
the eligibility of all entrants.
3. The competition runs from Wednesday December 1st, 2021 and concludes
Saturday March 11th, 2022. The winner will be drawn on March 11th, 2022.
The winner will be announced on 97.3FM radio and coastlive.com.au.
4. The format of the competition provides promotional spot/s broadcast on 97.3
Coast FM encouraging listeners to enter various promotions over the above
specified period.
5. Correct entry details must include name, address, and daytime phone
number.
6. There is one major cash prize of $15,000 which will be electronically
transferred to the bank account nominated by the winner by Monday the 18th
of April 2022.
7.

On a date to be advised but not before January 1, 2022 and not later than
March 4, 2022, names will be randomly drawn for their chance to enter a
standby list. An individual will only be successful in entering the standby list if
they call back and claim their spot within 97-minutes of their name being
announced on-air on 97.3FM or have claimed a place on the standby list
through the ‘Second Chance Swoop’ feature. These names will be drawn
from all qualifiers who have either won a prize on 97.3 Coast FM between
December 1, 2021 and March 4, 2022 or those who have filled out the entry
form provided at sponsor locations. Only 97 names will be permitted on the
standby list.

8. Of those 97 names on the standby list, 3 people will then be drawn from
March 8 to March 10, 2022. These 3 people will need to attend the main prize
draw held at the 97.3 Coast FM building, Mandurah Terrace on the morning
of March 11. These 3 people will be given a key each, where one key only will
open the lock surrounding the safe – with the holder of that key being
declared the winner.
9. If a listener fails to call the station and claim their spot on the standby list
within the 97-minute period of their name being called out in a standby list call
out, then that place may be claimed by another listener through the ‘Second
Chance Swoop’ feature.
10. The start of the ‘Second Chance Swoop’ will eventuate only once 97-minutes
have passed on an unclaimed position on the standby list, and only after the
‘Second Chance Swoop’ cue to call has been played. The first caller after the

cue to call has been played can swoop in and claim that position on the
standby list. As a result, the person who had their name called in the original
standby list call out yet failed to claim their position will have their name
returned to the pool of potential future standby list call outs.
11. The promoter reserves the right to amend rules if considered necessary
without notice.
12. A listener or listeners from the same residence can win one prize only in a
given 60-day period when specified by general terms and conditions unless
otherwise stated, meaning if they have qualified to win a prize, then they can
not have won a prize within 60 days prior and therefore would not be eligible
to win a prize within the next 60 days following. The station reserves the right
to disqualify listener/s found to be in contravention of the preceding rule.
13. If the winner of the prize is under the age of 18 years and/or does not hold a
current Australian Bank Account, the $15,000 will be transferred to their
primary guardian’s nominated bank account. Both the winner and the
guardian will be required to establish both their identities to the satisfaction of
the station.
14. All entries become the property of the promoter. Entries not completed in
accordance with the rules and conditions or received after the closing date
will not be considered. Indecipherable or incomplete entries will be
disregarded. The judge’s decision in relation to any aspect of the competition
is final and binding on every person who enters. No correspondence will be
entered into.
15. Entrants must agree to make themselves available for publicity purposes at
any time without charge.
16. The promoter and associated agencies will not be liable for any loss or
damage whatsoever which is suffered (including but not limited to indirect or
consequential loss) or for any personal injury suffered or sustained in
connection with the prize except for any liability which cannot be excluded by
law.
17. If for any reason this competition is not capable of running as planned,
including infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorised
intervention, fraud, technical failures or any other causes beyond the control
of the promoter which corrupt or affect the administration security, fairness,
integrity or proper conduct of this competition, the promoter reserves the right
in its sole discretion to disqualify any individual who tampers with the entry
process, and to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the competition. The
promoter assumes no responsibility for any error, omission, interruption,
deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission, communications line
failure, theft or destruction or unauthorised access to, or alteration of, entries.
The promoter is not responsible for any problems or technical malfunction of
any telephone network or lines, computer online systems, servers or
providers, computer equipment, software, failure of any email or entry to be
received by the promoter on account of technical problems or traffic
congestion on the Internet or at any website, or any combination thereof,
including any injury or damage to participant's or any other person's computer
related to or resulting from participation or downloading any materials in this
competition.
18. West Coast Radio Pty Ltd, IBreeze Air and Solar, The Whistling Kite and
Giggle Zone Indoor Play Centre & Café accept no responsibility for accident,
loss, injury or damage to any individual or property arising out of in
conjunction with the competition either during or after the competition.
West Coast Radio Pty Ltd
Thursday November 18th 2021

